Deflectometry is a metrology method able to measure large surface slope ranges that can achieve surface reconstruction accuracy similar to interferometry, making it ideal for freeform metrology. While it is a non-null method, deflectometry previously required a precise model of the unit under test to accurately reconstruct the surface. However, there are times when no such model exists, such as during the grinding phase of an optic. We developed a model-free iterative data processing technique which provides improved deflectometry surface reconstruction of optics when the correct surface model is unknown. The new method iteratively reconstructs the optical surface, leading to a reduction in error in the final reconstructed surface. Software simulations measuring the theoretical performance limitations of the model-free processing technique as well as a real-world test characterizing actual performance were performed. The method was implemented in a deflectometry system and a highly freeform surface was measured and reconstructed using both the iterative technique and a traditional non-iterative technique. The results were compared to a commercial interferometric measurement of the optic. The reconstructed surface departure from interferometric results was reduced from 44.39 µm RMS with traditional non-iterative deflectometry down to 5.20 µm RMS with the model-free technique reported.
INTRODUCTION
As the use of freeform optics in optical systems increases, there is a growing demand for accurate and dynamic metrology systems. Two popular optical tests methods that are used for freeform metrology are deflectometry and interferometry [1, 2] . Interferometry requires a null configuration for accurate results. This poses a challenge for freeform optics, as the null optics will typically have to be custom computer generated holograms (CGHs) [3] . While CGHs are extremely useful, they are expensive and only work for one null configuration. Deflectometry, a non-null test method, has been used to provide accurate metrology of standard to freeform optics [4] [5] [6] . A deflectometry test relies on having a source at a defined position. The ray emitted from the source is deflected by the unit under test (UUT) and is recorded by a detector. This allows for surface slope calculations of the UUT, and the process can be thought of as a reverse Hartmann test. By recording the ray start and end location, the slope on the UUT which deflected the ray is calculated. This slope calculation is typically done in a ray trace program, and the slope calculation relies on having an accurate estimation of where the ray was deflected by the UUT [5] [6] . To minimize the error in the slope calculation an accurate model of the UUT is required for the ray trace process. However, it is not always possible to have an accurate surface model of the UUT; an example of this is during the grinding phase of an optic where the root mean square (RMS) surface shape error from an ideal surface can change by millimeters between runs. In lacking an accurate surface model of the UUT, significant error in the final reconstruction model can develop, particularly in the low to mid surface shapes [5] . There are limited methods for reconstructing deflectometry data when an accurate surface model is unknown, and all require significant user input. A standard approach when no accurate model exists is to simply model the UUT as a flat, recognizing that the final reconstruction map's low-mid order shape values have high uncertainty. More advanced approaches such as an iterative system parameter optimization process [7] and a rapid reconstruction method using a non-zonal parameter dependent integration to improve the initial UUT model followed by a successive over relaxation zonal integration [8, 9] 
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One primary limitation of these methods however is the demand for involved used input. We developed a model free iterative deflectometry (MID) reconstruction approach which avoids the need for any user input model [10] . The MID process begins always with a flat as the starting shape assumption and reconstructs the surface, which then serves as the surface model for the next iteration. This process is repeated until a final reconstructed surface is converged upon. By utilizing a continuously updating surface model, the MID method achieves improved accuracy in the low to mid spatial frequencies in the reconstruction map without any user input beyond the raw deflecomtetry data. In this paper we present a test of a freeform optic and the reconstruction results using the MID technique, which is described in detail in our previous publication [10] . A simulation is also presented which explores the influence the geometric position uncertainty in the system has on the final reconstruction map.
METHODOLOGIES
The raw input data for the MID approach does not differ significantly from traditional deflectometry processing methods. The Cartesian coordinates in object space (UUT) of the source and the camera, which are defined as matrices S and C respectively, must be known to high accuracy and must be input to the software. For the UUT itself, the MID approach always starts by defining the model as a flat, referred to as matrix U 0 . The UUT clear aperture diameter must be input and, to bound piston of the model, one point on the UUT, u k (x,y,z), must be measured to determine its Cartesian coordinate in object space as well as what pixel on the camera is measuring it. The final input for the MID approach are the ray pointing vectors of the camera detector pixels, defined as vector R. Using these inputs, the MID process runs for a total of t = 0:N iterations and results in a final reconstruction surface U N . The overall process is shown in figure 1 . During the MID process the UUT model is first segmented into surface planes, defined as matrix Q t , using a Delaunay triangulation [11] . Rays are then traced from the detector and the intercept locations, defined as matrix I t , calculated using a Möller-Trumbore algorithm [12] . The combined Delaunay/ Möller-Trumbore (DMT) process allows for highly accurate slope calculations at every iteration. The Delaunay process takes the discrete surface points, which are defined by mapping the camera pixels to the UUT surface model and segments them into unique planes that are well-shaped triangles and satisfy a nearest-neighbor relationship. Coupled with the Möller-Trumbore algorithm, which performs a highly efficient rapid ray-plane intercept calculation, the exact ray intercept coordinate in the surface planes is determined in 3D space. The combined DMT process linearly increases in total processing time while an improvement in accuracy exponentially decays with respect to the number of camera pixels used. The process is demonstrated in figure 2 [10] . Figure 2 . Surface points U t are segmented into triangular planes, Q t , using a Delaunay algorithm. The ray intercepts, I t , are then calculated using a Möller-Trumbore algorithm.
The local slopes at the UUT model surface in the x and y directions, defined as matrices and respectively, are calculated using the ray start and end locations, C and S, and the intercept coordinates. The local slopes are then integrated using a standard Southwell integration [13] to reconstruct the surface model. The process is iterated, with a new reconstructed model U t , being output at each iteration for a total of N iterations, at which point the final reconstructed model is output, referred to as model U N .
In a previous paper, the performance of the MID approach was compared to a traditional non-iterative reconstruction method for deflectometry data [10] . The optic tested was a bare glass surface with freeform departure in all directions and had a radius of curvature (RoC) of 200 mm and a clear aperture diameter of 100 mm. The surface was generated using a magnetorheological finishing (MRF) method which imparted a spiral pattern unto the surface. As a reference comparison the UUT was measured using a commercial interferometer, a Zygo Verifire TM MST. A Zygo F/1.75 sphere was used as the reference optic for the interferometer. The interferometer cannot accurately measure piston, tip, tilt, and power, and thus these terms were dismissed in all measurements, both interferometric and from the deflectometry test. Due to the steep freeform departure and the lack of a custom CGH for the test there was high fringe density even at best null configuration which resulted in partial surface reconstruction error and missing data in the final surface. Figure 3 shows the best null configuration obtained in the interferometric test and highlights the complex fringe pattern and the challenges associated with measuring the optic [10] . Figure 3 . The UUT had a spiral pattern imparted on the surface which made obtaining an interferometric null impossible across the entire surface. High fringe density resulted in low modulation which made some areas on the map unmeasurable.
To obtain a deflecomtetry measurement of the UUT a SCOTS type system was utilized. The system consisted of an LCD monitor which acted as the phase shifting source and an off the shelf camera. The UUT was mounted onto a rotation stage below the screen and camera, which were located near the center of curvature of the UUT. All components were securely mounted on a breadboard which allowed for their positions to be maintained throughout testing. To measure the position of all components a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) was used with a touch tip probe, which provided position accuracy to ±10 µm. The body edges of the camera were measured, and the detector plane was located relative to the camera body using technical drawings. For the screen, the monitor edges were measured, and a plane was fit which defined the source. Finally, the center of rotation on the surface of the UUT was measured, which served as the known coordinate, uk (xk,yk,zk) and as the global zero coordinate in x, y, and z. This was related to the camera pixel measuring the known coordinate, pixel p(x,y,z). The full system parameters are listed below in table 1. For system calibration and to determine the pointing vectors of the camera pixels the ray intercept locations of the camera pixels were measured at two locations. The camera was positioned at location c(x,y,z) and fixed in place. A screen was then placed facing the camera at location l1(x,y,z). The screen pixels were then activated to determine which screen pixels were being measured by each camera pixel. The screen was then shifted axially along the camera pointing direction to a second location, l2(x,y,z), and the process was repeated. By measuring the screen intercept coordinates of the camera pixels at two locations the pointing vectors for every camera pixel were recorded. All positions, c(x,y,z), l1(x,y,z), and l2(x,y,z), were measured using a CMM which was accurate to ± 10 µm. The test setup of the ray pointing vector calibration process is shown below in figure 4 [10] . Figure 4 . The ray path of all camera pixels was determined by measuring the ray intercept at two locations, l1 and l2.
To obtain the raw deflectometry data the screen displayed a total of eight fringes, four in the x and four in the y directions, while the camera measured the reflected signal from the UUT. To reduce systematic error, the UUT was clocked 36 times, with a 10° clocking each time for a full rotation and was measured at each position. This allowed for a rotation calibration to be performed [14] . After the raw data was obtained the surface was reconstructed in three ways. First, the MID method was performed, using a total of six iterations to reconstruct the surface. Second, a traditional noniterative reconstruction method was performed using the same raw data, in which (1) a flat surface was assumed as the UUT model and (2) a 200 mm RoC base sphere model was assumed. For all the methods the phase maps were unwrapped using a four-bucket unwrapping algorithm to determine the screen coordinates, which were used for the local slope calculations. The local slopes were integrated using a Southwell integration to obtain a reconstructed surface. The clocked measurements were reconstructed and averaged to create systematic error maps which were removed from the reconstructed surfaces to generate the final reconstruction maps for the MID method and the two traditional techniques, referred to as MID6, MBflat, and MBsphere respectively. These maps were analyzed, and low order standard Zernike terms were fit to the data to compare to the interferometric map, referred to as INT. The missing data regions in the INT map were not considered in the comparison to avoid extrapolation.
To complement the results of the paper a simulation of the test setup was performed, in which the system was modeled as measured and the screen and camera positions were modeled with ±10 µm uncertainty as well as a tip/tilt/rotation uncertainty of 1 mrad. The simulation was created to model the expected error effects in the final reconstruction surface due to the geometric uncertainty of the real test setup. Using the test setup uncertainty values described, the measurement was simulated, and the surface was reconstructed using the MID method for six iterations. The error between the reconstructed surface map and the ideal surface was calculated and low order standard Zernike terms Z5:Z11 were fit to the error maps. This allowed for an estimation of the amount of error that could reasonably be expected in the final reconstruction results for the real test based on the position uncertainties that existed in the test measurement.
RESULTS
The simulation was constructed in Matlab in which an ideal sphere modeled on the previously measured optic served as the UUT, with a radius of curvature of 200 mm and a diameter of 100 mm. The position of the screen and camera were modeled on the measured position of the test performed in the previous paper. Using the previously measured ray pointing vectors, a ray trace was performed which traced the rays from the camera pupil to the modeled UUT, and finally to the screen plane. Using this data, which represented the modeled raw output data we expect from a deflectometry test, the surface was reconstructed using the MID method. For no input error the MID method converged to a perfect reconstruction (limited by machine precision). The camera position was then modeled with a 10 µm error in the x, y, and z positions, as well as a tip, tilt, and rotation error of 1 mrad. Similarly, the screen was modeled with a 10 µm error in the x, y, and z positions and a tip, tilt, and rotation error of 1 mrad. These values represented the uncertainty in the position knowledge of the components in the previous paper [10] . The surface was then reconstructed using the MID approach and the difference in the reconstructed surface with geometric error induced versus the perfect reconstruction surface was determined. Standard Zernike terms 5:11 were fit to the difference map and a root-sumsquare (RSS) was calculated for the error from the various configurations to determine the total error attributable to the geometric uncertainty. The results of the surface error in the reconstruction of the simulations are shown below in table 2  and table 3 . The raw data from the deflectometry measurement of the UUT was reconstructed using the three methods, MID and the traditional non-iterative technique. The reconstructed surface maps were compared to the interferometric map and the difference between the surfaces was determined. The difference between the reconstruction maps had low order standard Zernike terms up to Z11 fit to the data. The first four Zernike terms, piston, tip, tilt, and power were not considered in the fit. The results are shown below in table 4. Please note missing data regions in the interferometric surface map resulted from high fringe density in the measurement due to not having a custom CGH [10] .
DISCUSSION
The MID approach produced a reconstruction map which more closely matched the interferometric measurement as compared to a traditional non-iterative reconstruction approach when no accurate model of the UUT exists. The improvement is particularly apparent at low order surface shapes, such as astigmatism and coma, where deflectometry traditionally suffers in reconstruction accuracy. However, there are still residual low order spatial features present in both MID and traditional non-iterative reconstruction approaches which were not present in the interferometric map. This is partly explained by the geometric uncertainties present in the deflectometry measurement. Any geometric error leads to significant reconstruction error in the final map. Most of the astigmatism and coma present in the final map from the MID method was predicted from the simulation of the test setup. This residual error can be reduced by using more advanced calibration methods to reduce geometric uncertainty.
Overall, the MID method was able to significantly reduce the low order terms as compared to the non-iterative approach, as well as demonstrating a capability to measure the large dynamic range of the UUT. This is particularly clear when considering the interferometric map of the UUT, which without a custom CGH struggled to achieve an ideal null, and thus resulted in missing data in the final map due to high fringe density.
CONCLUSION
The MID approach utilizes an iterative reconstruction method which leverages a Delaunay/ Möller-Trumbore algorithm to achieve improved reconstruction accuracy of raw deflectometry data. The approach can readily be applied to a deflectometry data processing package and can also be used on previously measured data. When testing a freeform bare glass UUT the MID method resulted in a final reconstructed surface map which more closely matched an interferometric measurement of the surface as compared to a traditional non-iterative deflectometry reconstruction approach of the same raw data. The improvement in accuracy is particularly apparent at low order spatial features, where traditional noniterative deflectometry approaches struggled when no accurate UUT model was known. The residual errors in the final reconstruction approach were predicted by a simulation of the test which accounted for the geometric uncertainty of the positions of the hardware components. Thus, by improving calibration and hardware methods a further improvement in accuracy can be expected.
